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Meadow’s First Crossword Puzzle
April 24, 2020 – by Grampy-the-Gramp (Steve Bachman)

Across

 1 You love to swing one at a ball
 4 A shopping ___ full of candy
   would be sweet!
 7 A beautiful field with tall grass
   and pretty flowers
10 State right below Minnesota on
   your map
11 Good thing to do with parent or
   brother while watching a movie
   together
12 Word in Christmas song:
   "The first ___"
13 Abbreviation for "organization"
14 The first word your brother said
16 What your mom might say instead
   of "one" (in German)
18 Crazy movie guy, Wreck-It ___
21 One name for Santa Claus,
   ___ Kringle
23 ___ Plain and Tall, a book your
   mom read when she was younger*
24 Book for photos
26 A type of squeezing snake,
   a ___ constrictor
27 Any one of the Berenstain family
29 It is blue and has clouds
31 Timberwolves' player Big KAT,
   ___-Anthony Towns
34 What you might say when told,
   "We are going to Cabin One!"
36 P.J. Mask flyer, Owl___
37 People from another planet
38 Letter after U, spelled out
   like "jay" for J
39 Abbreviation for "engineer"

 * The answer to 23-across is an alternate 
spelling of the title girl’s name and, 
therefore, wrong. But a bit of “grampsian 
license” was taken in an effort to speed the
completion of Meadow’s puzzle.

Down

 1 What Jazzy never is (2 words)
 2 What you can do with 3 and 5 to
   make 8
 3 "I ___ you to put on a coat!"
 4 Scary word for Halloween
 5 A feeling we get when looking at
   the moon and stars
 6 A man might be called a "guy" and
   a woman might be called a "___"
 7 Grandpa Steve's old softball
   team name
 8 City close to your mom's favorite
   California State Park
 9 Your dad makes you ___ safety
   glasses when you help him build
   things in the garage
10 Science place where Grandma Joann
   sometimes works (3 words)
15 Song syllables, like tras, las,
   and doos
17 A very small bite
19 A saying: "Cheaters never ___"
20 Your BFF (best friend forever)
22 Some grown-ups may do this in
   court to someone who cheats them
25 Your cousin the nurse
28 "Please don't ___ up the monkeys
   like that" (a word meaning excite
   or anger)
30 What you hope to hear when you
   ask, "Can we go to Half Price
   Books today?"
31 Short name for your favorite
   Minion
32 You might say, "No thanks, I just
   ___" when offered a carrot, but
   never when offered chocolate
33 An abbreviation for a mailwoman's
   route, or for a type of road
35 Peppa is a pink one
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